[Developmental neuronal plasticity and its importance in the recovery and function of neural tissue].
Plasticity is understand as a natural ability of the nervous tissue to respond to intrinsic and extrinsic stimuli by means of functional or structural changes. All its manifestations, including the developmental changes and processes of recovery are controlled by general genetic programs. One of the major research goals in the field of neuroplasticity is to design a strategy for the activation of the functional recovery. Enough evidence has shown that the internal environment of the nervous tissue is one of the decisive factors which determine the degree of both the developmental and regenerative plasticity. To improve capacity for the recovery it is therefore necessary to activate these intrinsic neuroplastic mechanisms. One alternative is the method of implantation of the embryonal nerve cells suspension into the site of neuronal lesion. The grafted cells can either replace the lost cells or they might become a source of stimulating factors which may activate the process of recovery. In the model of the intrahippocampal pathways interruption (experimental partial elimination of granule cells in the dorsal blade of the dentate gyrus), the subsequent implantation of embryonal neurons of the same origin into the site of lesion can partly restore the structural pattern of the gyrus dentatus and probably preserve some of the afferent connections. However, the outgrow of efferent fibers probably remains limited to the grafted tissue.